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Introduction to Key Default Provisions

7

• Key default provisions in loan documents include the following:

• notice and cure provisions; 

• grace periods; 

• acceleration rights; 

• monetary v. non-monetary default treatment; and

• “default” and “event of default” provisions. 
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Notice and Cure Provisions

8

• A notice and cure provision works in conjunction with the default 

provision and remedy provision.  It provides a borrower with 

additional time to cure any monetary (i.e., payment) or non-monetary 

(e.g., breach of a loan covenant) defaults before an event of default 

is triggered under the loan agreement. 

• This provision typically provides that, upon default by the breaching 

party, the non-breaching party must provide notice of the default and 

an opportunity for the breaching party to cure (i.e., remedy) its error. 

• Cure periods are negotiated by the parties, with lenders typically 

pushing for shorter periods and borrowers typically negotiating for 

more time to cure.

• If the breaching party fails to cure its default within the negotiated 

amount of time (the cure period), then the non-breaching party may 

declare an event of default and move forward with exercising 

remedies provided for in the loan documents. 
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Notice and Cure Provisions (Cont.)

9

• Monetary defaults typically have shorter cure periods because it only 

requires the payment of money

• Non-monetary defaults often have longer cure periods that can be 

extended depending on the circumstances

• Not all defaults provide the borrower with an opportunity to cure

• Some defaults result in an automatic event of default without any 

opportunity to cure

• Fraud

• Gross Negligence

• Illegal Conduct
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Examples of Notice and Cure Provisions

10

1. Notice and Opportunity to Cure. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Loan 
Documents, Lender shall not accelerate the maturity of a Loan (a) because of a 
monetary default (defined below), unless the monetary default is not cured within 
ten days of its due date, or (b) because of a nonmonetary default (defined below), 
unless the nonmonetary default is not cured within 30 days after (i) the date on 
which Lender transmits by facsimile, mails or delivers written notice of the 
nonmonetary default to Borrower, or (ii) the date on which Borrower notifies Lender 
(verbally or in writing) of the nonmonetary default.

2. Notice and Opportunity to Cure. If either party breaches its obligations under this 
Agreement, the non-breaching party shall give the breaching party written notice of 
such breach , and the opportunity to cure such breach for a period of five (5) 
business days after delivery of the notice of breach with respect to a monetary 
breach, or fifteen (15) business days after delivery of the notice of breach with 
respect to a non-monetary breach.

Examples attributed to “Notice and Opportunity to Cure Sample Clauses,” LAW INSIDER, https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/notice-

and-opportunity-to-cure (last visited November 12, 2020). 

https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/notice-and-opportunity-to-cure
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/notice-and-opportunity-to-cure
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/notice-and-opportunity-to-cure
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Payment Grace Period

11

• A payment grace period refers to the short period of time beyond a 

payment due date in which a borrower can delay payment without 

incurring late fees or a monetary default. 

• Often included in loan agreements to account for minor logistical 

days in making payment without triggering default

• In this context, a grace period is akin to an opportunity to cure. 

• An example of a payment grace period may be found below: 

• Payment Grace Period. The Borrower shall have a ten (10) day grace period 
to pay any monetary amounts due under this Note, after which grace period 
a default interest rate of fifteen percent (15%) per annum shall apply to the 
amounts owed hereunder.

https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/payment-grace-period
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Acceleration Rights

12

• An acceleration clause is a contract provision allowing a lender to 

“accelerate” a loan due date and require payment of the entire 

remaining loan balance upon the occurrence of certain events of 

defaults by a borrower.

• Similarly, a cross-acceleration provision gives a lender the ability to 

declare a default and (following any notice and cure period) 

accelerate the due date of its loan following the acceleration of 

another creditor’s loan to the same borrower. 

• This is a discretionary right by lender

• Sometimes requires advanced written notice to borrower, but not 

always.

• Typically needs lender consent to cure (unless state law provides 

otherwise).
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Examples of Acceleration Clauses

13

1. Acceleration of Loan (notice required). During the continuation of any Event of 
Default specified in Article V, Section 1, the Lender or any other holder of the Note 
may, by notice in writing delivered to the Borrower, declare the entire outstanding 
principal amount of the Note held by such Lender and the interest accrued thereon 
immediately due and payable, and the said principal and interest shall thereupon 
become and be immediately due and payable without presentment, demand, 
protest, notice of protest or other notice of dishonor of any kind, all of which are 
hereby expressly waived by the Borrower. Any principal and interest not paid when 
due and payable shall bear interest thereafter at the lesser of eighteen (18%) 
percent per month or the maximum rate permitted by applicable law.

2. Acceleration of Loan (automatic). On the service of a notice under paragraph (b) of 
Clause 7.2, the Loan, all accrued interest and all other amounts accrued or owing 
from the Borrower under this Agreement shall become immediately due and 
payable or, as the case may be, payable on demand.

Examples attributed to “Acceleration of Loan Sample Clauses,” LAW INSIDER, https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/acceleration-

clause (last visited November 12, 2020). 

https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/acceleration-of-loan
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/acceleration-clause
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Monetary v. Non-Monetary Defaults

14

• A monetary default involves the failure of the borrower to timely pay 

an amount due under the loan agreement.  

• A non-monetary default involves the borrower’s violation of an 

affirmative or negative loan covenant.  

• A borrower can violate an affirmative covenant by failing to act as 

required under the loan documents (e.g., delivering regular financials to 

the lender). 

• A borrower can violate a negative covenant by taking some action 

prohibited under the terms of the loan (e.g., granting a second lien on the 

lender’s collateral). 

• Generally, the loan agreement provides a borrower with more time to 

cure a non-monetary default than a monetary one. 

• Generally, monetary defaults are more likely to result in the lender’s 

enforcement of its remedies.
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Default v. Event of Default

15

• A default is a breach that, after notice and opportunity to cure, 

becomes an “event of default” if left uncured.

• Upon a default, a lender is generally obligated to give notice to the 

borrower and wait the applicable period of time to see if the borrower can 

cure. 

• An event of default results from either an uncured default or some 

other predefined circumstance identified in the loan documents. 

• Upon an event of default, a lender may exercise its remedies under a 

loan agreement, including, but not limited to, acceleration of all 

outstanding amounts due, and may not be require notice.
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Default v. Event of Default (Cont.)

16

• Loan agreements typically define what constitutes an “event of 

default” in the context of the specific loan.

• However, common events of default include the following:

• Non-payment of any amount due under the loan (including interest); 

• An uncured breach of a financial covenant; 

• The inaccuracy of a material representation or warranty by the borrower; 

• A material adverse change to the borrower’s business;

• Insolvency; or

• A cross default. 

• A cross default occurs when a borrower’s default under a different 

loan agreement triggers a default in the present loan. 
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Default Interest and Late Fees

17

• Upon the occurrence of an event of default, a borrower may have to 

pay late fees, default interest and other fees.

• Default interest is a rate triggered by the occurrence of a monetary 

default that is higher than the base or contract rate of interest.

• An example of a default interest rate is below: 

• Default Interest Rate. If Borrower fails to make any payment of principal, interest or 
fees on the date on which such payment becomes due and payable whether at 
maturity or by acceleration, or if an Event of Default exists, the Note Rate then payable 
on the Loan shall immediately increase to the Note Rate plus five hundred (500) basis 
points (the “Default Rate”) and shall continue to accrue at the Default Rate until full 
payment of all amounts then due is received or such Event of Default is cured or 
waived in writing by Lender. Interest at the Default Rate shall also accrue on any 
judgment obtained by Lender in connection with collection of the Loan or enforcement 
of any obligations due under the Loan Documents until such judgment is paid in full.

• A late fee is a percentage of the delinquent payment or fixed amount 

added to the total amount due upon the occurrence of a monetary 

default.  

https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/default-interest-rate
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Challenges to Default Interest and Late Fees

18

• Because default interest and late fees can significantly increase the 

total amount due under a loan, borrowers will often challenge the 

enforceability of these provisions. 

• Any contractual provision that sets a specific sum of money (such as 

late fees) as damages for the breach of the contract is known as a 

“liquidated damages” provision.  

• Generally speaking, liquidated damages are enforceable so long as 

they are a reasonable estimate of damages and not a penalty.

• Courts differ as to whether default interest is a liquidated damage.

• Yield maintenance (“prepayment premium” or “prepayment penalty”) 

is a liquidated damage and may be enforceable, if a reasonable 

estimate of damages and not a penalty.  Formula-based yield 

maintenance is more readily enforceable.  State law varies.  
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Post-Petition Interest in Bankruptcy

19

• Section 502(b)(2) of the Bankruptcy Code precludes a claim in a 

bankruptcy for unmatured interest.

• However, section 506(b) of the Bankruptcy Code provides for accrual 

of interest on oversecured claims:

“(b) To the extent that an allowed secured claim is secured by property

the value of which . . . is greater than the amount of such claim, there

shall be allowed to the holder of such claim, interest on such claim, and

any reasonable fees, costs, or charges provided for under the

agreement or State statute under which such claim arose.”
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Post-Petition Default Interest in Bankruptcy

20

• Under 506(b), if the lender is oversecured, courts have taken three 

primary approaches in determining whether to allow post-petition 

interest at the default rate: 

1. Some courts will presume default interest provisions are valid, especially 

if junior creditors are not harmed by the payment. 

2. Other courts employ a state-law analysis of whether the default interest 

provision constitutes permissible liquidated damages, analyzing whether 

such damages could have been determined with relative certainty at the 

time of contract formation and whether they constitute a reasonable 

estimate of the damages the lender may incur. 

3. Finally, some courts hold that a default interest provision is not a 

liquidated damages clause, but an additional “charge” under section 

506(b) that is assessed after a breach and examined only for 

reasonableness. 
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Post-Petition Default Interest in Bankruptcy

21

• Even where default interest is deemed permissible, bankruptcy 

courts may also consider equitable factors when determining 

whether to permit a secured lender to recover default interest and 

late fees under section 506(b). 

• Equitable factors include: 

• Whether junior creditors would be impacted by the allowance of default 

interest; 

• Whether the amount is so large that is “shocks the conscience of the 

court”; or 

• Whether the default interest rate is customary in the industry. 

• Notwithstanding the various methods used, recent case law provides 

important guidance for lenders seeking default interest. 
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In re Altadena Lincoln Crossing, LLC1

22

• Altadena obtained two loans from East West Bank to construct a 

mixed-use project.  The loans contained a 5% default interest rate.  

Neither party could recall discussions regarding the selection of the 

5% rate and there was no evidence that the default rate was an 

attempt by the Bank to quantify or estimate its damages upon 

default.  Rather, the evidence showed that such rate was the Bank’s 

typical default rate for its construction loans. 

• After filing for bankruptcy, Altadena challenged the Bank’s proofs of 

claim, arguing that the default interest provisions were unenforceable 

penalties under California law. 

1 The bankruptcy court decision is In re Altadena Lincoln Crossing LLC, Case No.: 2:17-bk-14276-BB, 2018 WL 3244502 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. June 

20, 2018) and the district court decision reversing is E.W. Bank v. Altadena Lincoln Crossing, LLC, 598 B.R. 633 (C.D. Cal. 2019). 
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In re Altadena Lincoln Crossing, LLC cont.

23

• The bankruptcy court agreed with Altadena, holding that the default 

interest provisions in the loans (as a liquidated damage measure 

governed by California law) were unreasonable under the 

circumstances at the time the contract was made.  

• The bankruptcy court noted that “there was no endeavor at all by 

either of the parties at the time they entered into the loans, let alone 

a reasonable endeavor, to estimate any losses that might be 

suffered by [the Lender] in the event of a default.”  2018 WL 

3244502, at *8.  

• Alternatively, the bankruptcy court found that Altadena demonstrated 

that the magnitude of the default interest was grossly 

disproportionate to any administrative costs or actual damages that 

the Lender incurred.  
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In re Altadena Lincoln Crossing, LLC cont.

24

• The district court reversed on appeal, reaching the opposite 

conclusion regarding the applicability of the California liquidated-

damages statute as well as the result if that statute controlled.  

• On the first point, the district court held that the California liquidated 

damages statute did not apply to a fully matured loan.  The district 

court reasoned that an increased interest rate payable upon a loan 

maturity default was not a liquidated damage, but rather an 

agreement to pay a higher interest rate upon the occurrence of a 

contingency.  598 B.R. at 640–41.
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In re Altadena Lincoln Crossing, LLC cont.

25

• On the second point, the district court explicitly rejected the 

bankruptcy court’s ruling that only a lender’s out-of-pocket damages 

could be considered in determining the reasonableness of a default 

interest rate, finding instead that liquidated damages only need to be 

reasonable in light of the “potential harm” that could result from a 

breach, and that such harm can be anticipated at the time of contract 

formation.  598 B.R. at 642. 

• In determining potential harm, the district court shifted the focus from 

the process of contract formation that gave rise to the default interest 

provision to the “substantive reasonableness” of the default interest 

rate (as a liquidated damages provision).  
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Effect of Altadena

26

• As many courts undertake a liquidated damages analysis, Altadena

provides instructive reasoning and analysis to lenders arguing for the 

inclusion of default interest in their section 506(b) claim.  

• The opinion is noteworthy in that it honors the parties’ agreement 

regarding default interest, at least where such interest is assessed 

against the entire loan balance after maturity of the loan either by its 

terms or through acceleration. 

• Altadena filed an appeal to the Ninth Circuit which was ultimately 

dismissed after the parties settled.
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In re Family Pharmacy, Inc.1

27

1 The bankruptcy court decision is In re Family Pharmacy, Inc., 605 B.R. 900 (Bankr. W.D. Mo. 2019) and the Bankruptcy Appellate Panel 

decision reversing is In re Family Pharmacy, Inc., 614. B.R. 58 (B.A.P. 8th Cir. 2020). 

• Family Pharmacy sold substantially all of its assets through an 

extremely successful section 363 sale that secured a final bid of 

approximately $14 million

• Under the sale order, Family Pharmacy’s senior secured creditor 

(Bank of Missouri) and the other parties stipulated that the Bank was 

to be paid $11.3 million from the sale proceeds, reflecting the 

principal balance of its loan, unpaid non-default interest, certain fees 

and expenses, less BOM’s share of the broker’s sale fee.  

• However, the sale order reserved any issues with respect to the 

Bank’s entitlement to default interest, fees or other charges. 

• The Bank then filed a motion under section 506(b) seeking 

allowance of $18,271.19 in postpetition attorneys’ fees plus 

$442,843.51 in default interest calculated at a rate of 18%.

• MO state law permitted as 18% interest rate.
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In re Family Pharmacy, Inc. cont.

28

• The bankruptcy court denied the Bank’s motion to enforce its default 

interest provisions, holding that: 

1) the default interest rate was an unenforceable penalty under 

Missouri state law; and

2) the default interest rate could not be enforced based on 

“equitable considerations.”

• The bankruptcy court observed that the Second, Third, Fifth, 

Seventh and Ninth Circuit Courts of Appeal had each held that it was 

within a bankruptcy court’s equitable powers to disallow default 

interest where permitted by the equities of case.  605 B.R. at 911. 

• Such “equitable factors” include: (i) the difference between the 

default and non-default rates; (ii) reasonableness of the differential; 

(iii) the impact allowance of default interest will have on equitable 

distributions to other creditors; and (iv) the purpose of the higher 

interest rate.  605 B.R. at 912.
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In re Family Pharmacy, Inc. cont.

29

• On appeal, the Bankruptcy Appellate Panel for the Eighth Circuit 

reversed the bankruptcy court.

• The B.A.P. reasoned that the Supreme Court in United States v. Ron 

Pair Enterprises, Inc., 489 U.S. 235 (1989), had held that the right to 

interest under section 506(b) was “unqualified” and, therefore, the 

Bankruptcy Code’s restrictions on fees and costs — that they must 

be provided for in an agreement and be reasonable — are not 

applicable to loan interest.

• The B.A.P. then rejected the bankruptcy court’s reasoning, finding 

that: 

1) the concepts of default interest and liquidated damages were 

distinct legal concepts, and 

2) it was inappropriate to apply a liquidated damages analysis 

based on reasonableness to a default interest rate that was 

allowable under state law.
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In re Family Pharmacy, Inc. cont.

30

• More importantly, the B.A.P. rejected the “majority rule” under which 

courts to apply “equitable considerations” to the allowance of default 

interest.  

• The B.A.P. concluded that the Bank “has an unqualified right to 

postpetition interest under § 506(b), and that interest should be 

computed at the rate — default as well as non-default — provided in 

the parties’ agreement, as long as those rates are allowed under 

state law.”  614 B.R. at 66.
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Effect of Family Pharmacy

31

• Family Pharmacy represents a significant break from how the 

majority of Circuit Courts have considerable and applied equitable 

limitations to default interest.

• Bankruptcy courts in the Eighth Circuit and elsewhere looking to 

Family Pharmacy may approve of unreasonable or punitive interest 

rates for oversecured creditors, so long as such interest rate is 

permissible under applicable state law. 
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Other Cases of Note

32

• When faced with a challenge to a default interest provision, parties 

should additionally be aware of the following cases: 

• In re 8110 Aero Holdings, LLC, Bankr. No. 16-03135-MM11, 2017 WL 

2712961 (Bankr. S.D. Cal. May 8, 2017): Bankruptcy court held that a  

default interest provision was a liquidated damages clause not 

proportionate to the lender’s loss and not discussed as a measure of 

reasonably anticipated damages at the time of contract formation.  As 

such, provision was held to be an unenforceable penalty, notwithstanding 

the fact that default interest was common in the industry. 

• In Wolverine, Proctor & Schwartz, LLC, 449 B.R. 1 (Bankr. D. Mass. 

2011): Bankruptcy court permitted 12% default interest rate where rate 

represented only 2% increase over non-default rate. In so holding, court 

recognized that the majority of courts allow default interest unless the 

result would be inequitable.  
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Other Cases of Note
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• When faced with a challenge to a default interest provision, parties 

should additionally be aware of the following recent cases: 

• In re General Growth Props., Inc., 451 B.R. 323 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2011): 

Bankruptcy court held that, in accordance with the precedent set forth in 

Ruskin v. Griffiths, 269 F.2d 827 (2d Cir. 1959), a solvent debtor must pay 

default interest to effect the cure and reinstatement of its debt absent 

factors that would make such payment inequitable. 

• In re Jack Kline Co., 440 B.R. 712 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. 2010): Bankruptcy 

court denied default interest after identifying relevant factors to be 

considered when determining whether the equities of the case outweigh 

the presumption that the default interest rate applies.   
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Overview



➢ The “perfect tender in time” rule is a historic common 

law rule

➢ Under this rule, a borrower may not repay a loan early 

unless the underlying agreement provides for that

➢ Protects a lender’s bargained-for income rights

➢ No longer necessarily the default rule in all jurisdictions

➢ Restatement (Third) or Property – Mortgages §6.1 

provides that prepayment is permitted with respect to 

loans secured by real property

 Spillman v. Spillman, 509 So.2d 442 (La.Ct.App. 1987)

 Hatcher v. Rose, 407 S.E.2d 172 (N.C. 1991)

 Mahoney v. Furches, 468 A.2d 458 (Pa. 1983)

 Fla. Stat. Ann. § 697.06

 N.C. Gen. Stat. § 24.-2.4

OVERVIEW



➢ Restatement (Third) or Property – Mortgages §6.1 

provides that prepayment is permitted with respect to 

loans secured by real property

➢ Rationale: “The common-law rule is inconsistent with 

the usual expectations of parties who are not law-

trained, and it contradicts the principle that the 

documents should be construed against the drafter.” 

➢ Nevertheless, courts should be conscious of the 

potential unfairness in jurisdictions have previously 

relied on the rule.

OVERVIEW



➢ “On or before” language may prove problematic

➢ Debt instruments often modify the “perfect tender in 

time” rule through the inclusion of make-whole 

premiums, also known as prepayment premiums, yield 

maintenance premiums or redemption premiums

➢ Intent is to compensate a lender for its anticipated 

interest-rate income if loan is paid ahead of maturity 

date

➢ Although make-whole premiums are generally 

enforceable outside of bankruptcy, the bankruptcy courts 

have reached conflicting decisions on their enforceability 

in Chapter 11

OVERVIEW



Accord v. Jones, 211 Ga.App. 682 (Ct. App. Ga. 1994)

➢ Debtor sued lender to force cancellation of promissory 

notes alleging debtor rejected tender of full amount due

➢ Lender asserted that terms of the notes did not allow 

prepayment and event if they did, payment in full required 

all interest to be paid

➢ Debtor contended that phrase “if not sooner paid” in notes 

implied notes could be paid prior to maturity

➢ On appeal by debtor, appellate court held that language 

implied a right of prepayment 

➢ But in the absence of express prepayment penalty 

provision, debtor was not liable for unearned interest

“On or before . . .”



Bayside Gardens Apartment Ventures v. Security 

Pacific Savings Bank, 1996 WL 442689 (Ct. App. Wash. 

1996)

➢ Note to lender required payment of principal, 

interest and a prepayment premium

➢ Borrower argued that prepayment premium should 

not apply because note provided that it was due 

“on or before” the maturity date, asserting that 

this language rendered the note ambiguous

➢ Court found that the note, which stated the 

borrower could not prepay the note unless it paid 

a prepayment premium, was unambiguous

“On or before . . .”



Key Cases and Recent 

Developments



➢ U.S. Bank Trust Nat’l Ass’n v. AMR Corp. (In re AMR Corp.),

730 F.3d 88 (2d Cir. 2013)

 AMR, parent to American Airlines filed a voluntary chapter 11

 AMR sought to obtain postpetition financing of $1.5 billion to repay 

prepetition notes without paying any make-whole premium 

 U.S. Bank argued, among other things, that:

 AMR could only voluntarily redeem the notes by 

paying all obligations including the make-whole 

amount

 The bankruptcy filing did not automatically 

accelerate the debt and any automatic acceleration 

clause were unenforceable ipso facto clauses 

 Even if the debt was automatically accelerated, U.S. 

Bank should be able to waive the default and 

decelerate the debt

Key cases – AMR



 The indentures defined a voluntary bankruptcy filing as an 

event of default and, in such event, provided for the 

automatic acceleration of the unpaid principal amount of 

the notes, including interest and other amounts due, but 

excluding the make-whole amount

 Indentures provided that an event of a voluntary redemption 

but not an involuntary redemption triggered a make-whole 

premium

 Bankruptcy Court concluded, and Second Circuit affirmed, 

that AMR’s voluntary bankruptcy filing was an event of 

default under the indentures which automatically 

accelerated the notes but did not require payment of the 

make-whole premium

 Second Circuit found that the automatic acceleration of 

AMR’s debt changed the maturity date from some point in 

the future to the date of the debtor’s default (i.e., the date 

of the bankruptcy filing)

Key cases – AMR



 AMR’s attempt to repay the debt following the bankruptcy 

filing was therefore not a voluntary prepayment because 

prepayment can only occur prior to the maturity date; rather 

it was a post-maturity payment that did not trigger the make-

whole amount

 Second Circuit acknowledged that default and automatic 

acceleration provisions of this sort are ipso facto provisions, 

but found the prohibition against such provisions to be 

inapplicable because the indentures were not executory 

contracts 

 Second Circuit held that the Bankruptcy Court did not err in 

concluding that any attempt by U.S. Bank to decelerate would 

be an attempt to modify contract rights and therefore would 

be subject to the automatic stay

 Second Circuit found Bankruptcy Court did not abuse its 

discretion in denying stay relief because stay relief would only 

enhance U.S. Bank’s claim to the detriment of other 

stakeholders

Key cases – AMR



➢ Momentive Performance Materials Inc. v. BOKF, NA (In re 

MPM Silicones, L.L.C.), 874 F.3d 787 (2d Cir. 2017)

 Indentures governing Momentive’s senior-lien notes contained 

optional redemption clauses providing for the payment of a 

make-whole premium if Momentive were to redeem the notes 

at its option prior to maturity

 Under its Chapter 11 Plan, Momentive issued replacement 

notes to its senior-lien noteholders with a present value equal 

to principal and interest but not the make-whole premium

 Senior-lien noteholders argued that they were entitled to the 

make-whole premium because Momentive had redeemed the 

notes at its option prior to maturity

 As in AMR, the indentures provided for the automatic 

acceleration of the notes upon a voluntary bankruptcy filing

Key cases – Momentive 



 The Bankruptcy Court held that the noteholders were not 

entitled to the make-whole premium 

 The premium was only due in the case of an “optional 

redemption” 

 But Momentive’s obligation to issue replacement notes 

arose from automatic acceleration upon the bankruptcy 

filing

 Citing its decision in AMR, the Second Circuit found that the 

bankruptcy filing and resulting acceleration resulted in an 

earlier maturity date

 Thus, as in AMR satisfaction of the notes was a post-

maturity payment

Key cases – Momentive



 Momentive argued that the term “premium, if any” in the 

indentures’ acceleration clause meant that the make-whole 

premium was required to be paid upon acceleration

 However, the more specific “Optional Redemption Clauses” 

which provided for the make-whole premium were never 

triggered

 Accordingly, the obligation to pay the make-whole premium 

had never been triggered

 The more specific language of the “Optional Redemption 

Clauses” won out over the more general language in the 

acceleration clauses

Key cases – Momentive



➢ In re 1141 Realty Owner LLC, 2019 Bankr. LEXIS 

834 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2019)

 Debtor, the owner of the Flatiron Hotel in New York 

City, defaulted under a $25 million note secured by a 

lien on the hotel

 Note included a “Yield Maintenance Default Premium” 

equal to the greater of 3% of principal or the present 

value of scheduled payments of principal and interest

 Note did not allow for prepayment and provided that 

any payment upon an event of default was nevertheless 

a “voluntary” prepayment triggering the Yield 

Maintenance Default Premium

 Lender declared a default and accelerated the note

Key cases – 1141 Realty 



 Following default and acceleration, the debtor filed for 

bankruptcy, and the lender filed a claim for $32 million, 

including approximately $3.1 million on account of the 

Yield Maintenance Default Premium

 Debtor argued that the Yield Maintenance Default 

Premium was unenforceable as a matter of New York law 

because the lender had accelerated the debt and courts 

will only uphold prepayment premiums after acceleration 

where the loan agreement expressly provides that the 

premium is due following acceleration

 The lender argued that the premium was allowable 

because the loan documents unambiguously provided that 

any payment following an event of default was voluntary 

and triggered the premium

 The yield maintenance provision did not mention 

acceleration of the debt

Key cases – 1141 Realty 



 The court noted that debtor was correct that under NY 

law, a lender that accelerates a loan upon default forfeits 

the right to a prepayment premium because the 

acceleration advances the maturity date, and therefore, 

the loan cannot be prepaid

 However, a prepayment premium may be enforced under 

two exceptions to this rule:

 If an unambiguous provision requires payment of the 

prepayment premium even after default and acceleration, 

the provision will be analyzed as a liquidated damages 

provision

 If the borrower intentionally defaults in order to accelerate 

the debt and evade payment of the prepayment premium

 Here, the bankruptcy court held that the parties had 

contracted around the general rule by providing that any 

payment following an event of default would trigger 

payment of the Yield Maintenance Default Premium

Key cases – 1141 Realty



 The bankruptcy court distinguished AMR and Momentive by 

distinguishing the terms of the relevant loan documents: 

 In AMR, the relevant provision explicitly stated that no 

make-whole premium was due in the event of an automatic 

acceleration

 In Momentive, the relevant provision required payment of 

the make-whole premium in the event of an optional 

redemption, which the Second Circuit concluded had not 

occurred because the acceleration of the debt upon the 

bankruptcy filing made payment mandatory

 The court rejected the debtors’ arguments that (1) a lender 

forfeits a prepayment premium as a matter of law by 

accelerating the debt, and (2) a make-whole provision must 

expressly require payment of the premium after acceleration 

by using the word “acceleration”

Key cases – 1141 Realty



➢ Del. Trust Co. v. Energy Future Intermediate Holding Co. 

LLC (In re Energy Future Holdings Corp.), 842 F.3d 247 (3d 

Cir. 2016)

 Major issue in this case: prepayment vs. redemption

 EFIH filed for bankruptcy protection and sought to refinance its 

first- and second-lien notes without paying any make-whole 

premium

 EFIH indentures contained an “optional redemption” provision 

which provided that prior to December 1, 2015, EFIH could 

redeem all or part of the notes at a redemption price equal to 

100% of the principal plus the applicable premium and accrued 

and unpaid interest

 A separate provision in the EFIH indentures provided for the 

automatic acceleration of the notes upon a bankruptcy filing

Key cases – EFH



 The notes, which were governed by NY law, carried a 10% 

interest rate

 EFIH sought to take advantage of market conditions to 

obtain a better interest rate without paying the make-whole 

premium

 Six months prior to filing for bankruptcy, EFIH filed an 8-K 

with the SEC disclosing a proposal whereby EFIH would file 

for bankruptcy to refinance the first-lien notes without 

paying the make-whole premium

 During the bankruptcy, EFIH filed another 8-K in which it 

reserved the right to redeem some, or all, of the second-lien 

notes

 The noteholders filed suits seeking a declaration that the 

make-whole premiums would have to be paid

Key cases – EFH



 The Bankruptcy Court concluded, and District Court 

affirmed, that EFIH was not obligated to pay the make-

whole amount because the acceleration provision did not 

mention the make-whole premium

 Third Circuit reversed the Bankruptcy Court and District 

Court decisions

 Third Circuit focused on the “optional redemption” 

provision and the following three questions:

 Was there a redemption?

 Was it optional? 

 If yes to both, did it occur before the optional 

redemption date?

Key cases – EFH



 Was there a redemption? Yes

 Third Circuit distinguished between “redemption” and 

“prepayment”

 A redemption can be made at any time prior to or at 

maturity

 A prepayment, by definition, must be made prior to 

maturity

 For this reason, although the bankruptcy triggered 

automatic acceleration which advances the maturity date 

under NY law, the Third Circuit found that was irrelevant

 By avoiding the term “prepayment” in favor of 

“redemption,” the Third Circuit found that the parties 

made the make-whole premium applicable without 

respect to maturity

Key cases – EFH



 Was the redemption optional? Yes

 The redemption was optional because EFIH voluntarily

filed for Chapter 11 and chose to refinance the notes 

rather than reinstate the original maturity date as 

permitted under section 1124 of the Bankruptcy Code

 Third Circuit focused on EFIH’s prepetition announcement 

of its plan to redeem the notes prior to their stated 

maturity date and that 

 Moreover, when EFIH redeemed the notes it did so on a 

non-consensual basis and over the noteholders’ objection

 Did the redemption occur before December 1, 2015?

 Yes

Key cases – EFH



 Third Circuit relied on New York Court of Appeals’ 

statement in NML Capital v. Republic of Argentina, 17 N.Y. 

3d 250 (2011) that “[w]hile it is understood that 

acceleration advances the maturity date of the debt,” there 

is no “rule of New York law declaring that other terms of 

the contract not necessarily implicated by acceleration . . . 

automatically cease to be enforceable after acceleration”

 Third Circuit distinguished AMR where the language in the 

indenture explicitly stated that the make-whole would not 

be due upon a bankruptcy-induced acceleration

 Third Circuit rejected the reasoning of Momentive as 

incorrect, finding that it ignored the indenture’s text and 

failed to honor the parties’ bargain

 By avoiding the word “prepayment” and using “redemption” 

the parties decided that the make-whole would apply 

without regard to maturity

Key cases – EFH



➢ In re Ultra Petroleum Corp., 624 B.R. 178 (Bankr. S.D. 

Tex. 2020)

 Prepetition the debtors issued multiple series of unsecured 

notes totaling approximately $2.46 billion

 The debtors filed for bankruptcy due to a precipitous decline 

in gas prices but, as a result of a rise in prices thereafter, the 

debtors became solvent during the course of the bankruptcy

 The bankruptcy was an event of default under the notes that 

resulted in all principal amounts outstanding, accrued 

prepetition interest and certain other fees and costs, including 

the make-whole amount, becoming immediately due and 

payable

 The debtors proposed a reorganization plan that purported to 

pay their noteholders in full, thereby rendering them 

unimpaired and not entitled to vote on the plan

Key cases – Ultra Petroleum



 The noteholders objected to the plan, arguing that their 

claims were impaired because the plan did not require the 

debtors to pay the make-whole premium and postpetition 

interest at the contractual default rate

 Plan was confirmed under stipulation that debtor could pay 

noteholders full amount if decision enforced make-whole 

provision and post-petition interest

 Section 502(b)(2) of the Bankruptcy Code disallows claims for 

unmatured interest

 Bankruptcy Court held that unimpairment requires that 

creditors receive all that they are entitled to under state law 

irrespective of the Bankruptcy Code’s disallowance provisions

 Bankruptcy Court ordered the debtors to pay the make-whole 

amount and postpetition interest at the contractual rates to 

make the noteholders truly unimpaired 

Key cases – Ultra Petroleum



 On appeal, the Fifth Circuit reversed, noting that every 

single decision from every other Bankruptcy Court in the 

country ran the other way; namely, a creditor’s claim is 

not rendered impaired simply because a plan of 

reorganization incorporates the Bankruptcy Code’s 

disallowance provisions

 In other words, it is the Bankruptcy Code itself that 

limited the noteholders’ claims, not the plan

 The Fifth Circuit remanded the case back to the 

Bankruptcy Court to address two unanswered questions:

 (1) Whether Section 502(b)(2) disallows the noteholders’ 

claims for the make-whole amount

 (2) Whether the “solvent debtor” exception applies to the 

make-whole amount or post-petition interest

Key cases – Ultra Petroleum



 On remand, the Bankruptcy Court first considered whether the 

make-whole amount constituted unmatured interest or its 

equivalent such that it was disallowed under Section 502(b)(2)

 Bankruptcy Court held that the make-whole amount represented 

liquidated damages and should not be characterized as 

unmatured interest

 Bankruptcy Court reasoned that interest means “consideration for 

the use or forbearance of another’s money accruing over time”

 Bankruptcy Court defined unmatured interest as interest that 

“has not accrued or been earned as of a reference date

 Bankruptcy Court noted that the make-whole provision in 

question took into account the timing of prepayment and the 

applicable U.S. Treasury rates just prior to prepayment

 Accordingly, the make-whole amount was intended to compensate 

the noteholders for the cost of reinvesting in a less favorable 

market, not the for the use or forbearance of their money

Key cases – Ultra Petroleum



 With respect to post-petition interest, the Bankruptcy Court held that 

the “solvent debtor” exception applied such that the noteholders were 

entitled to post-petition interest

 The “solvent debtor” exception is a common law principle that had 

been applied by courts under the Bankruptcy Act of 1898 which 

preceded the modern Bankruptcy Code

 Historically, and as codified by Section 502(b)(2) of the Bankruptcy 

Code, interest ceases to accrue upon a bankruptcy filing

 The exception was created by the courts to ensure that a debtor with 

the means to pay his creditors could not take advantage of bankruptcy 

to do avoid his obligations

 Courts consistently applied the “solvent debtor” exception under the 

old Bankruptcy Act

 Bankruptcy Court examined the history of the “solvent debtor” 

exception as well as the modern Bankruptcy Code and found nothing 

suggesting that Congress intended to abrogate the exception

Key cases – Ultra Petroleum



 Finally, the Bankruptcy Court held that the noteholders were entitled 

to receive post-petition interest at the default rate under the notes not 

the federal judgment rate

 Courts are split as to whether the reference to interest “at the legal 

rate” under Section 726(a)(5) means the federal judgment rate or 

contractual rate

 Bankruptcy Court held that the unimpaired noteholders must be 

entitled to the contract rate because otherwise they would receive less 

favorable treatment than the debtor’s impaired creditors who are 

entitled to at least the federal judgment rate under Section 726(a)(5)

 Impaired creditors were entitled to vote, but the noteholders were not 

because their claims were deemed unimpaired

 Bankruptcy Court also held that forcing the noteholders to accept the 

federal judgment rate would undermine the purposes of the “solvent 

debtor” exception which is premised on the notion that solvent debtors 

should have to pay their debts in full

Key cases – Ultra Petroleum 



➢ In re Hertz Corporation, 637 B.R. 781 (Bankr. D. Del. 

2021)

 Debtor issued senior unsecured notes in excess of $2.7 billion, 

some of which were scheduled to mature in 2021/2022 and 

the remainder in 2026/2028

 Indenture trustee filed adversary proceeding on behalf of 

noteholders

 Trustee sought declaratory judgment that debtors were 

required to pay redemption premium of $147MM and/or post-

petition interest of $125MM under notes

 Notes provided for automatic acceleration upon filing for 

bankruptcy 

 Debtors filed motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, 

asserting that indenture did not provide for redemption 

premium upon acceleration

Key cases – Hertz



 Redemption Premium

 Indenture trustee relied on EFH, arguing that the Third Circuit had 

considered similar language and concluded that whether a 

redemption premium was due depended not on the terms of the 

acceleration clause but on the terms of the redemption provision

 Debtors sought to distinguish EFH by noting that the language at 

issue in EFH provided that upon acceleration all principal, interest, 

and applicable premium were due and, accordingly, the 

acceleration and redemption provisions were not in conflict

 Here, the acceleration clause provided only that principal and 

accrued but unpaid interest were due upon acceleration

 Bankruptcy Court rejected the debtors’ argument, concluding that 

the acceleration clause of the indentures was not the operative 

provision for determining whether the premium was due

Key cases – Hertz



 Redemption Premium

 Debtors further argued that redemption clause could only be 

triggered by a voluntary redemption and the debtors’ redemption 

of the notes was involuntary because they were forced to file 

bankruptcy because of the collapse of their business

 Relying on Momentive, the debtors argued that upon the filing, the 

notes were automatically accelerated and required to be paid in 

full

 Trustee argued that Momentive is contrary to the Third Circuit’s 

opinion in EFH, noting that cases finding redemption involuntary 

are those where notes are accelerated at lender’s option

 Bankruptcy Court agreed with the trustee, finding that in EFH, the 

Third Circuit held that automatic acceleration triggered by a 

bankruptcy filing does not render a later redemption involuntary

Key cases – Hertz



 Redemption Premium

 Debtors further argued that even if the redemption was 

voluntary, pursuant to section 6(a) of the indenture, the 

premium was only due if the voluntary redemption 

occurred “prior to maturity”

 Trustee argued that this phrase meant the original 

maturity dates of 2022/2024

 In response, debtors noted that in other provisions of the 

indenture, the defined term “Stated Maturity” was used 

to identify provisions relevant to the original maturity 

date

 Debtors: if “prior to maturity” meant the Stated Maturity 

date, it would have been unnecessary to include the 

term because a chart in section 6(a) referenced the 

premium due at all times prior to the Stated Maturity 

date

 On  this point, the Bankruptcy Court agreed with debtors 

and dismissed the count seeking the redemption premium

Key cases – Hertz



 Unmatured interest

 With respect to the notes scheduled to mature in 

2026/2028, the Bankruptcy Court found that Section 6(a) 

did not apply because a different section governed their 

redemption

 In that case, the debtors asserted that the redemption 

premium could not be an allowed claim pursuant to 

Section 502(b)(2) of the Bankruptcy Code because the 

redemption premium was the equivalent of unmatured 

interest

 Trustee argued that a majority of courts have held that a 

redemption premium is not the equivalent to unmatured 

interest for essentially all of the reasons expressed in 

Ultra Petroleum 

 Bankruptcy Court was unwilling to conclude that as a 

matter of law make-whole premiums cannot be 

disallowed as the equivalent of unmatured interest

Key cases – Hertz



 Unmatured Interest

 Bankruptcy Court explained that in determining whether 

a premium is unmatured interest, courts must look to the 

overall economic substance of the transaction

 Not sufficient to simply label a make-whole premium as 

liquidated damages

 Not a question of law but a question of fact: is the 

redemption premium at issue “the economic equivalent” 

of unmatured interest

 Court noted that it was significant that the premium was 

largely calculated based on the present value of the 

unmatured interest

 However, trustee had argued that the calculation was 

more complex

 Court was unwilling to make that determination on a 

motion to dismiss

Key cases – Hertz



 Impairment, Post-petition Interest and the “Solvent Debtor” 

exception

 Trustee also argued that regardless of how the redemption 

premium is calculated, the noteholders were entitled to their 

full contract rights because the debtors treated them as 

unimpaired and the debtors were “wildly solvent”

 Trustee also sought post-petition interest at the contract rate 

because the plan treated them as unimpaired

 Trustee relied on essentially the same arguments addressed in 

Ultra Petroleum

 The noteholders’ claims would be rendered impaired to the extent 

they did not receive the premium and post-petition interest at the 

contract rate

 Even if the exclusion of unmatured interest under Section 502(b)(2) 

did not render the noteholders’ claims impaired, they were entitled 

to their full contract rights under the solvent debtor exception

 Bankruptcy court rejected the trustee’s arguments finding that 

nothing in the Bankruptcy Code or its legislative history required 

unimpaired creditors to receive their contract rate of interest

Key cases – Hertz



 Impairment, Post-petition Interest and the “Solvent 

Debtor” exception

 With respect to the solvent debtor exception, the Bankruptcy 

Court rejected the trustee’s argument that under the 

exception the noteholders were entitled to post-petition 

interest at the contract rate

 Bankruptcy Court found that each of the Supreme Court 

cases relied upon by the trustee involved secured creditors 

 The Bankruptcy Court rejected the circuit court opinions 

relied upon by the Trustee, finding them unpersuasive

 Bankruptcy Court rejected the reasoning of Ultra Petroleum, 

concluding that a bankruptcy court cannot use equitable 

principles to modify the express language of the Bankruptcy 

Code

 Section 502(b)(2) disallows unmatured interest and equitable 

principles; the equitable exception cannot override that 

express provision simply because the debtor is solvent

Key cases – Hertz



 Impairment, Post-petition Interest and the “Solvent 

Debtor” exception

 Bankruptcy Court rejected cases such as Ultra Petroleum

which hold that the Bankruptcy Code fully incorporated the 

solvent debtor exception

 Bankruptcy Court concluded that the solvent debtor 

exception survived enactment of the Bankruptcy Code only 

to a limited extent

 After considering legislative history and certain amendments 

to the Bankruptcy Code, the Bankruptcy Court concluded 

that the Bankruptcy Code only codified the exception:

 Under Section 506(b) as to oversecured creditors

 Under Sections 1129(a)(7) and 726(a)(5) as to unsecured 

creditors

 Bankruptcy Court concluded that in the rare circumstance 

where a debtor is solvent, both impaired and unimpaired 

unsecured creditors are entitled only to post-petition 

interest at the federal judgment rate

Key cases – Hertz



Key Issues



➢ Contract Language

➢ Automatic Acceleration Upon Bankruptcy 

 Ipso Facto Clauses 

 Prepayment v. Redemption

➢ Deceleration and Automatic Stay

➢ Unmatured Interest and Solvent Debtor 

Exception

➢ Liquidated Damages or Impermissible 

Penalty

Key Issues



Practical Considerations



➢ Contract Language

 The language of the debt instrument is the single 

most important factor in the analysis

 Courts disallowing make-whole premiums have done 

so largely on the basis of unclear drafting 

 Debt documents should contain explicit and clear 

terms specifying the situations in which the lender 

will be entitled to the make-whole premium

 Bankruptcy Courts have enforced clear and 

unambiguous make-whole provisions that explicitly 

cover payment following default and acceleration or 

that render acceleration irrelevant

Practical considerations



➢ Automatic Acceleration Upon Bankruptcy 

 Default and automatic acceleration provisions may 
be subject to challenge as unenforceable ipso facto 
clauses if the relevant loan documents are 
determined to be executory contracts

 In AMR, the Second Circuit agreed that the 
automatic acceleration provisions in question were 
ipso facto clauses but found it was not prohibited by 
the Bankruptcy Code because the indentures in 
question were not executory contracts

 In the Fifth Circuit’s original opinion in Ultra 
Petroleum, the Fifth Circuit noted that the make-
whole amount was not due as of the date of the 
bankruptcy filing because the acceleration provision 
was an unenforceable ipso facto clause

 Fifth Circuit provided essentially no analysis on this 
point, simply citing a Lehman Bros. opinion on swaps

 Fifth Circuit later withdrew and substituted its opinion 
after the appellees filed a petition for a panel hearing 
which was granted

Practical considerations 



➢ Automatic Acceleration Upon Bankruptcy 

 Prepayment v. Redemption

 Second Circuit does not distinguish between 

“prepayment” and “redemption”

 Automatic acceleration advances the maturity date to 

the date of the bankruptcy filing and any payment 

thereafter is a post-maturity payment not a prepayment 

or redemption 

 Third Circuit differentiates between “prepayment” 

and “redemption”

 In contrast to prepayments, redemptions can occur pre-

or post-maturity. Post-acceleration redemptions may 

trigger payment of the make-whole amount depending 

on the language of the debt documents

Practical considerations 



➢ Automatic Acceleration Upon Bankruptcy 

 Make-whole provisions are more likely to be 

enforced if the underlying debt documents:

 Explicitly provide that the premium is payable 

even after default and acceleration, including as 

a result of bankruptcy, or

 Render acceleration irrelevant by requiring 

payment of the premium in connection with any

post-default payment

Practical considerations



➢ Deceleration and Automatic Stay

 Any attempt by a lender to rescind acceleration following the 

debtor’s bankruptcy filing may be an attempt to modify 

contract rights and therefore may be subject to the automatic 

stay

 Bankruptcy Courts unlikely to provide stay relief if only result 

is an enhancement of a creditor’s claim against the bankruptcy 

estate to the detriment of other creditors

Practical considerations 



➢ Unmatured Interest and Solvent Debtor Exception

 Fifth Circuit has suggested that make-whole premiums 
may constitute “unmatured interest” which is 
disallowed under section 502(b)(2)

 Whether make-whole premiums are payable to 
unsecured and undersecured creditors in the Fifth 
Circuit may turn on the construction of the provisions

 Ultra Petroleum leaves open whether make-whole 
premiums may be allowed for oversecured creditors as 
either “interest” or “reasonable fees, costs or 
charges” provided for under section 506(b) of the 
Bankruptcy Code

 It remains to be seen whether the Ultra Petroleum
decision will affect the reasoning of the Second and 
Third Circuits on the enforceability of make-whole 
premiums

 Hertz provides a new, limited interpretation of the 
solvent debtor exception as codified in the Bankruptcy 
Code

Practical considerations 



➢ Liquidated Damages or Impermissible Penalty

 A clear and unambiguous make-whole provision after 

default will be analyzed as a liquidated damages provision

 Under New York law, a liquidated damages provision is 

enforceable if (1) actual damages are difficult to ascertain 

and (2) the sum is not “plainly disproportionate” to the loss

 If make-whole premium is disproportionate to the 

foreseeable loss it may be an unenforceable penalty

 Make-whole premiums tied to the lender’s expected yield 

through maturity likely will not be found to be an 

impermissible penalty

 If the main purpose of the bankruptcy filing is to avoid 

payment of the make-whole premium, arguments for 

disallowance are much weaker 

Practical considerations 


